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Abstract. We propose a definition of graph subshifts of finite type that can be seen as extending both
the notions of subshifts of finite type from classical symbolic dynamics and finitely presented groups
from combinatorial group theory. These are sets of graphs that are defined by forbidding finitely many
local patterns. In this paper, we focus on the question whether such local conditions can enforce a
specific support graph, and thus relate the model to classical symbolic dynamics. We prove that the
subshifts that contain only infinite graphs are either aperiodic, or feature no residual finiteness of their
period group, yielding non-trivial examples as well as two natural undecidability theorems.

1 Introduction

Subshifts of finite type are well studied objects in symbolic dynamics [17] and ergodic theory. Given

an alphabet Σ, a subshift of finite type (SFT) on Zd is a set of configurations Y ⊆ ΣZd

that do not

contain a given finite set of forbidden patterns F ⊆ Σ{−n,n}
d

. In spite of their relatively benign and
local definition, SFT have proven to have complex global behaviours. One example of such results is the
existence of aperiodic SFTs in dimension 2, but not in dimensional 1. Even some natural problems such
as determining whether an SFT contains a periodic configuration at all, are proven to be undecidable
[5]. This local-to-global complexity is in fact shared by multiple dynamical systems and most notably
with Cellular Automata (CA) [16]. However, the two models are deeply connected as CA of dimension d
can be seen as subshift of dimension d+ 1. This connection as been used to prove multiple theorems on
different subclasses of CA [14]. This result is also one of the original motivations of this paper: Graph
subshifts ought to be a mean to study a generalization of CA called Causal Graph Dynamics (CGD)
[1]. CGD extend CA in two complementary ways: first because they are defined on arbitrary graphs of
bounded degree m, and second because they allow for the graph itself to evolve, according to a local,
shift-invariant rule. Graph subshifts aim to encompass CGD spacetime diagrams as a subclass.
Subshifts have already been generalized to configurations over Cayley graphs of finitely presented groups.
However this is not enough to simulate CGD as all configurations share the same support graph. In
this paper, we provide a formalism which relaxes this constraint, allowing the support of the graphs
itself to also be prescribed by set of forbidden patterns. We introduce and formalize the notion of graph
subshifts, i.e. sets of graphs that are defined by forbidding finitely many local patterns.
The natural question to ask, then, is whether we may enforce, by means of such local constraints only,
that the set of graphs be of a particular shape. In particular, notice that a graph subshift may contain a
finite or an infinite number of graphs (up to shift), and that the graphs themselves may be of finite or
of infinite size. In this first paper we focus on the question whether there exist subshifts whose graphs
are all of infinite size. The question is non-trivial; for instance we prove that the problem whether a
given set of forbidden patterns induces a graph subshift without finite configuration is undecidable. The
problem whether it uniquely fixes the support graph is also shown undecidable. Still, we prove that the
graph subshifts that contain only infinite graphs are either aperiodic, or feature no residual finiteness of
their period group, yielding us with non-trivial examples and establishing connections with different
areas of mathematics : periodicity from symbolic dynamics; residually finite groups from combinatorial
group theory [4][18]; and graph covers as used in graph theory and distributed computing.

2 Graphs

Graphs, pointed graphs modulo and their operations are intuitive enough as summarized here, but they
have been introduced several times before (see for instance [2]).
Let π be a finite set, Π = π2, and V some universe of names.



Graphs. Our graphs are the usual, connected, undirected, possibly infinite, bounded-degree labeled
graphs, but with a few added twists:

– Vertices are connected through their ports. An edge is an unordered pair {x : a, y : b} of V × π, or
a singleton {x : a} standing for a self-loop, where x, y are vertices and a, b ∈ π are ports. Each port
is used at most once per node: if e, e′ ∈ E(G) intersect, they must be equal. As a consequence the
degree of the graph is bounded by |π|.

– Each vertex x is given a label σ(x), taken within a finite set Σ, also referred to as an internal state.

The set of all graphs having ports π, vertex labels Σ is denoted GΣ,π, or simply G.
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Fig. 1. The different types of graphs. (a) A graph G. (b) A pointed graph (G, 1). (c) A pointed graph modulo X.

We single out a vertex as the origin:

Pointed graph non-modulo. A pointed graph is a pair (G, p) with p ∈ V (G). The set of pointed graphs
with states in Σ and ports π is written PΣ,π, or simply P.

Here is when graph differ only modulo names of vertices:

Graph Isomorphism. An isomorphism R is a function from G to G which is specified by a bijection
R(.) from V to V . The image of a graph G under the isomorphism R is a graph RG having :

– A set of vertices R(V (G)).

– A set of edges {{R(u) : a,R(v) : b}| {u : a, v : b} ∈ E(G)}.
– Internal states given by σ ◦R−1.

Similarly, the image of a pointed graph P = (G, p) is the pointed graph RP = (RG,R(p)). When P and
Q are isomorphic we write P ≈ Q, defining an equivalence relation on the set of pointed graphs.

Notice that pointed graph isomorphism rename the pointer in the same way as it renames the vertex
upon which it points; which effectively means that the relative position of vertices w.r.t to the pointer is
unchanged.

Pointed graphs modulo. The goal of this twists is to work with the set of graphs that is a compact
space. Indeed, consider a graph G, a vertex x ∈ V (G), and D = Grx the disk of radius r around x,
i.e. the subgraph of G induced by the r-neighbors of x in G. Now forgetting about G, this D is one
amongst the many possible disks of radius r that can appear in G. In order for the set of graphs to form
a compact space, one requirement is that the set of disks of radius r be finite. Morally this is the case,
since the degree is bounded by |π|. Vertex names x, y, z jeopardize this however; we must get rid of
them. Thus,

– Graphs are endowed with a privileged pointed vertex p playing the role of an origin.

– These pointed graphs are considered modulo isomorphism, so that only the relative positions of
vertices matter.

The set of all pointed graphs modulo is denoted XΣ,π, or simply X . Given a graph non-modulo G, and
a vertex p ∈ V (G), we write X((G, p)) for the corresponding pointed graph modulo. Additionally the
set of disks of radius r with states Σ and ports π is written X r.
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Paths and vertices. Over graphs modulo isomorphism without pointer, vertices no longer have a unique
identifier, which makes designating a vertex a daunting task. Fortunately, our graphs are pointed, so
that any vertex û can always be designated by some sequence of ports u that leads to it, starting from
the origin. Given a pointed graph modulo X, its set of paths, starting from the origin, forms a subset
L(X) of Π∗ with Π = π2. Whenever two paths u and v lead to the same vertex, we write u ≡X v. Thus
vertex û is really the ≡X -equivalence class of u, hence the hat notation. The set of these equivalence
classes, a.k.a vertices, is denoted V (X). Notice that, starting from origin, following path v = (ab) · · · (cd)
and then path v = (dc) · · · (ba), leads back to the vertex at the origin, namely ε̂.

Remark 1 Notice that two paths u, u′ designate the same vertex û = û′ if and only if for every
v ∈ L(X), ûv = û′v.

Remark 2 A reduced path is a path that does not go through the same edge twice consecutively in
opposite directions, i.e. u.abba.v is not simple as it can be reduced to u.v. The language up to this
reduction equivalence is a groupoid for concatenation (and inversion), i.e. alike a group but its law is
partially defined.
The set of (centered) cycles, i.e. reduced paths from the pointer back to it, is a subgroup of it (concatenation
and inversion are always defined among them).
The set of vertices is the quotient of the set of reduced paths by the following equivalence relation: u ≡X v
if and only if there exists a cycle c such that u = c.v. Indeed, whenever they designate the same vertex
û = v̂, we have u = (uv)v, where uv is a cycle.
Nevertheless, concatenation, does not induce a semigroup at the level of vertices, since we may have
û = v̂ and yet ŵu 6= ŵv.

2.1 Operations over pointed Graphs modulo

Shift. Let X ∈ X be a pointed graph modulo and G its associated graph. Consider u ∈ L(X). Then
Xu is X((G(X), û)). The pointed graph modulo Xu is referred to as X shifted by u.

Back to graphs non-modulo. Sometimes we still need to manipulate usual graphs, where vertices do
have names. For this purpose we use a canonical naming function X ∈ X 7→ G(X) ∈ G, which names
each vertex of X by the set of paths that lead to it, starting from ε. This G(X) is referred to as ‘the
associated graph’. One has X(G(X), ε̂) = X.

2.2 Topology on pointed graphs modulo

Having a well-defined notion of disks allows us to define a topology upon X , which is the natural
generalization of the well-studied Cantor metric upon CA configurations [12].

Definition 1 (Gromov-Hausdorff-Cantor metrics) Consider the function

d : X × X −→ R+

(X,Y ) 7→ d(X,Y ) = 0 if X = Y

(X,Y ) 7→ d(X,Y ) = 1/2r otherwise

where r is the minimal radius such that Xr 6= Y r.
The function d(., .) is such that for ε > 0 we have (with r = b− log2(ε)c):

d(X,Y ) < ε ⇐⇒ Xr = Y r.

Remark 3 This defines an ultrametric distance, and the topology can be seen as a product of discrete
topologies over the (unions of finitely many) discs of each radius.
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3 Subshifts

Given a pointed graph modulo X, a word in Π∗ designates a vertex, and a language L ⊆ Π∗ designates
a finite set of vertices. If, moreover, L is stable under taking the prefix, then the designated vertices
induce a connected subgraph of X which we refer to as ‘cut’. For instance, a cut could represent a
spacelike surface within a spacetime diagram. Given a set Z of graphs, one may be interested in selecting
those whose cut according to L equals some graph Z, which we refer to as ‘cylinder’. This could be, for
instance, because Z represents the set of every possible spacetime diagram, and Z a particular initial
condition.

Definition 2 (Cuts and cylinders) Consider L ⊆ Π∗ a prefix-stable language, i.e. such that uv ∈ L
implies u ∈ L. The L-cut of a graph X ∈ X is the subgraph induced by the vertices { û|u ∈ L ∩ L(X)}.
It is denoted X|L . Consider Z ⊆ X , we write Z|L for

{
X|L

∣∣X ∈ Z}. Consider Z ∈ Z|L , the cylinder
of Z within Z is

{
X ∈ Z

∣∣X|L = Z
}

. It is denoted [Z]Z .

Definition 3 (Subshift) Let F be a set of tuples (F,L), where each F is a finite graph and each L a
finite prefix-stable language. The subshift forbidding F is

Z =
{
X ∈ GΣ,π

∣∣∀v ∈ L(X),∀(F,L) ∈ F , (Xv)|L 6= F
}
.

It is of finite type if F can be chosen finite.

Remark 4 The following are equivalent.

1. Z is a subshift of finite type.

2. Z is the subshift forbidding some F ′ × {M} where F ′ is a finite set of finite graphs and M a single
finite prefix-stable language.

3. Z is the set of graphs allowing some finite set A of tuples (A,L), where A is a finite graph and L a
finite prefix-stable language—in the sense that:

Z =
{
X ∈ GΣ,π

∣∣∀v ∈ L(X),∃(A,L) ∈ A, (Xv)|L = A
}
.

4. Z is the set of graphs allowing A′ × {M} where A′ is a finite set of finite graphs and M a single
finite prefix-stable language.

Proof.

1 =⇒ 2 For every F , define M =
⋃

(F,L)∈F L and F ′ = (X \ Z)|M . F ′ × {M} defines the same subshift as
F .

3 ⇐⇒ 4 Similarly, for every A, define M =
⋃

(F,L)∈F L and A′ = Z|M . A′ × {M} defines the same subshift
as A.

2 ⇐⇒ 4 The subshift Z obtained by forbidding F ′ × M is the same as that obtained from allowing
A′ ×M = (X|M \ F ′)×M . Note that X|M is finite.

2 =⇒ 1; 4 =⇒ 3 Obvious.

Definition 4 The prefix-stable language M is the same in Conditions 2 and 4 of Remark 4. It is called
a defining window for Z. We can assume that it is the minimal possible one.

Remark 5 The duality between forbidding and allowing no longer holds in general when the subshifts are
not of finite type. For example we can think about the set of graphs authorizing exactly those finite graphs
which have exactly one red vertex. This set however is not closed topologically (cf. [2] as summarized by
the Appendix) and hence it is not a subshift. Its closure is the so-called one-dimensional sunny-side-up
subshift, as defined by forbidding those finite graphs having two red vertices.
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Remark 6 In the pairs (F,L), L cannot always be assumed to be the language labelling the paths of
F . For example, requiring every vertex to have an edge with port a ∈ Σ is a very natural finite-type
condition, but this SFT is not of the form

{
X ∈ GΣ,π

∣∣ ∀v ∈ L(X),∀F ∈ F , (Xv)|LF
6= F

}
as the LF do

not contain a and hence cannot tell that it is absent.
The same remark holds for the dual definitions, i.e. through allowed patterns: think of the SFT consisting
of those graphs having no port a ∈ Σ.

The equivalent definitions all capture the concept of local constraint, and in the following sections we
often define our SFTs by describing some conditions that graphs must locally satisfy. Among these
conditions, nearest-neighbor constraints are those defined with a single edge between two vertices, that
is L ∈ Π.

4 Examples

Example 1. A directed 2-regular SFT is an SFT with ports π = {a, a′, b, b′} obtained by imposing
constraints: 1/ enforcing that edges be of the form pp′; 2/ enforcing that all ports be occupied. It
contains, amongst many others, the Cayley graph of the free group over two generators (a tree), as well
as those of all of its quotients.

a a′a a′

b

b′

b

b′

b

b′

a a′

b

b′

aa′

L = {ε, aa′, a′a, bb′, b′b} L = {ε, aa′, a′a, aa′bb′, a′ab′b}

Fig. 2. Locally grid-like SFT corresponding to the Cayley graph of 〈a, b|aba−1b−1〉. The SFT is defined by forbidding
all but these patterns, on their corresponding languages.

Example 2 (Locally grid-like SFT). We can define a graph SFT with ports π = {a, a′, b, b′} corresponding
to the monochromatic fullshift on 〈a, b|aba−1b−1 = ε〉, by imposing three families of constraints:
1. enforcing that edges be of the form pp′;
2. enforcing that all ports be occupied;
3. enforcing that the subgraph induced by {ε, aa′, bb′, aa′bb′, bb′aa′} obeys the relation i.e. form a

square as in Fig. 2).
This graph SFT obviously contains the Cayley graph of 〈a, b|aba−1b−1 = ε〉, but also the Cayley graphs
of most quotient subgroups (excluding really small groups such as the trivial group).

A similar construction can be performed for any finitely presented group, and via a more precise third
constraint, get a cleaner statement (with all possible quotients).

Example 3. Consider a finitely presented group Γ = 〈J |R〉, that is, a group generated by the abstract
finite set J , and R represents a minimal set of relations, that is words over J t J−1 that represent the
identity element (and from which all such words can be derived). For example Z2 = 〈a, b|aba−1b−1〉 (it
will always be implicitly given by this canonical presentation) and F2 = 〈a, b|〉.
For every alphabet Σ, there is a canonical way to associate a Cayley SFT ZΓΣ to this group. Define
π = J t J−1 and the following constraints:
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Fig. 3. Configuration of the hard-square model that is present in Z2. The colours represent the 0/1 internal states of
the vertices.

1. each edge involves two inverse ports;
2. every vertex must have all possible ports;
3. for every word u ∈ R and L its language of prefixes, one forbids the pair (Y,L) for every graph Y

supported by L in which path u is not a cycle back to the origin.

This SFT obviously contains the Cayley graph of Γ , but also all of the Cayley graphs of its quotient

subgroups, as will be seen in the next section. For example, ZZ2

Σ contains the infinite grid as well as tori
and cylinders, and ZF2

Σ actually contains all Cayley graphs of all groups with two generators.
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Fig. 4. Configuration of the hard-square model whose support graph is not Z2. In order to preserve clarity, only half
of the ports are written and some edges have been dashed.

Let Γ be a finitely presented group. A SFT is defined by Γ -NN constraints if they include precisely the
forbidden patterns defining ZΓ and some additional nearest-neighbor forbidden patterns. Note that if
Γ = Fk, then Fk-NN constraints are simply constraints on the edges, provided the correct regularity of
the graph.

Example 4 (Hard-square model). The hard-square model SFT is defined by Z2-NN constraints: Z ⊆
X{0,1},a,a′,b,b′ such that for every configuration X and edge {u : a, v : b} ∈ E(X), one has that σx(u) = 0
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or σx(v) = 0. This can be expressed as an SFT by forbidding the black/white coloured versions of Fig.
2 that have two adjacent black vertices. This is a direct generalization of a well-known SFT on Z2 and
other subgroup that go by the same name. As a graph SFT, it not only contains all the configuration
that are already present on Z2 such as in Fig. 3, but also new infinite configurations such as the cylinder
of Fig. 4, and even finite configuration such as tori only containing 0.

Besides finitely presented groups, the notion of quotient of a group can be extended to periodic graphs,
which is the subject of the following section.

Example 5. Given any subshift Z, one can define the subshift of its infinite graphs, by additionnally
forbidding (F,Lπ2) for every prefix-stable language L ∈ Π∗ and every graph F such that F|L = F .
Indeed this condition exactly means that L was already describing all possible vertices in F , and longer
paths do not add any. Nevertheless, this subshift is very rarely of finite type, as we will see in the
following section.

On the contrary, all SFTs presented so far contain finite graphs. It is not obvious a priori whether some
SFTs contain only finite graphs, or even whether they are homogeneous, i.e. all the graphs share a
common support. We will discuss these properties in the next sections.

5 Periodicity and finiteness

5.1 Quotient and Periods

Definition 5 (Period) Any word u ∈ L(X) such that X = Xu is called a path-period. The corre-
sponding vertex û is called a period. The stabilizer of X is its set of periods; it is denoted by S(X). X
is called weakly periodic if S(X) ) {ε̂}, strongly aperiodic otherwise.

Notice that if X is weakly periodic, then either S(X) is infinite or every period û is torsion, i.e. ûn = ε̂
for some n ≥ 2.

Remark 7 The set of reduced path-periods is a subgroup of the groupoid of reduced paths defined in
Remark 2. The set of cycles is a normal subgroup of the group of path-periods (since if u is a period and
v is a cycle, then uvu is still a cycle). Like in Remark 2, the stabilizer is the quotient of the group of
reduced path-periods by the normal subgroup of cycles (since if u and v are paths to the same vertex,
then u = (uv)v, where uv is a cycle).

All the statements in Remark 7 are easy to prove, but we concentrate on proving the next proposition,
which will be useful for the rest of the paper.

Proposition 1 Let X be a graph. For û, v̂ in S(X), the concatenation operation ûv̂ 7→ ûv, and the
reverse operation û 7→ û are well-defined, and endow S(X) with a group structure.

Proof.
– Let u ≡X u′ and v ≡X v′. Remark 1 already gives that uv ≡X u′v. Now from Xu′ = X, one can

deduce that v ≡Xu′ v
′, which means that u′v ≡X u′v′. We have proven that uv ≡X u′v′, so that

the concatenation operation is well defined over vertices.
– Remark 1 gives that u′u′ = ε = uu ≡X u′u. This means that u′ ≡Xu′ u, and since X = Xu′ ,

u′ ≡X u. We have proven that the inversion is well defined over vertices.
– Neutral element : the origin ε̂ is a period, because Xε = X.
– Concatenation: If û, v̂ ∈ S(X), then (Xuv) = (Xu)v = Xv = X. It follows that ûv is a period.
– Inversion: If û ∈ S(X), then since X = Xuu = (Xu)u = Xu. It follows that û is a period. This

period provides a right and left inverse for û, since ûu = ε̂ = ûu = ûu.
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Remark 8 If H is a stabilizer subgroup of X, then for every vertex û ∈ V (X), ûHû is a stabilizer
subgroup of Xu. (Xu)/uHu is well-defined and turns out to be equal to (X/H)u.

Notice that monochromatic Cayley graphs are exactly the graphs whose all vertices are periods. As we
have seen in our Cayley SFT examples, periodic graphs can typically be “folded into smaller graphs”
that also belong in the graph SFT. The following formalizes the idea of a graph folding into another one.

Definition 6 (Homomorphism) A homomorphism from graph X ∈ X to graph X ′ ∈ X is a function
ϕ from V (X) to V (X ′) such that for all u ∈ L(X),

ϕ(û) = û (in particular L(X) = L(X ′)) and σX(u) = σX′(u).

When it is surjective, we say that X covers X ′ and that ϕ is a covering.

Remark 9 A homomorphism sends cycles to cycles and preserves exactly the set of path-periods. Hence
if û is a period of X, ϕ(û) is a period of ϕ(X).

Consider X ∈ X and a stabilizer subgroup H. We can define a quotient graph X/H to be X((G, p))
where:

– V (G) = {Hû| û ∈ V (X)}, i.e. each vertex is labelled by a set Hû.
– p = H, i.e. the pointer is the vertex labeled by H.

– E(G) =
{

(Hû : a,Hûab : b)
∣∣∣uab ∈ L(X)

}
.

– σG(Hû) = σX(u).

Proposition 2 (Quotient graph) X/H is a well-defined graph, and û 7→ Hû is a homomorphism.

Proof. First of all, notice that Hû = Hû′ implies that there exists ĥ ∈ H such that û′ = ĥû, so that
Xu′ = (Xh)u = Xu.
Let us prove that σX/H is well-defined. Let û, û′ ∈ V (X) such that Hû = Hû′. From the remark above,
Xu = Xu′ , and therefore σX(u) = σX(u′).

Now let us prove that if there is an edge {Hû : a,Hv̂ : b} in G(X/H), then there is an edge {û : a, ĥ′′v̂ : b}
in G(X). Indeed, by definition and the remark above, there is an edge {ĥû : a, ĥ′v̂ : b} in G(X) for

some ĥ, ĥ′ ∈ H. Since Xu = Xhu, there is also an edge {û : a, ĥĥ′v̂ : b}. Thus Hû inheritates from û the
absence of port conflict. The function ϕ satisfies trivially the two homomorphism conditions.

We say that a set of vertices H is M-separated in graph X if for every û ∈ V (X), H ∩ (Xu)|M = {ε}.
If U, V ⊂ Σ∗, then we note UV = {uv|u ∈ U, v ∈ V }, and U = {u|u ∈ U}.

Proposition 3 Let X be a graph and H ≤ S(X) a stabilizer subgroup. If H is MM-separated in X,
then the covering preserves the language of support M in the sense that for all u ∈ L(X), (Xu)|M =
(X/Hu)|M (modulo isomorphism).
In particular, if X belongs in some SFT X with defining window M , then X/H also belongs in X .

Proof. By definition, if u is a valid path in X, then it is also a valid path in X/H, and the internal state
σX(u) = σX/H(u) is the same. It remains to prove that if v, w designate distinct vertices in (Xu)|M ,
then they still designate distinct vertices in (X/Hu)|M . Assume on the contrary that v ≡(X/Hu)|M w.

By the fact that concatenation is well defined (Proposition 2), there exists h such that ĥ ∈ H and
hv ≡Xu w, i.e. h ≡Xu wv̄. Since wv̄ ∈ (Xu)|MM and ĥ ∈ H, separation gives that wv̄ ≡Xu h ≡Xu ε.

This means that w ≡Xu v. This proves that the homomorphism induces an isomorphism over (Xu)|M .
By definition, this homomorphism does not change the labeling alphabet, so that (modulo isomorphism)
(Xu)|M = (X/Hu)|M . If X has defining window M , then by definition X ∈ X ⇐⇒ X/H ∈ X .
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5.2 Strong periodicity

Definition 7 (Strong periodicity) A language L ∈ Π∗ is said to be dense in X if there exists a
finite prefix-stable language M b Σ∗ (we say that L is M -dense) such that for all û ∈ V (X), ûM∩L 6= ∅.
A graph X is said to be strongly periodic if its stabilizer S(X) is dense in X. Equivalently, there are
only finitely many distinct (modulo isomorphisms) graphs Xu, for u ∈ L(X).

Note that finite graphs are strongly periodic, but may not always be weakly periodic. Apart from this
degenerate case, strongly periodic graphs are weakly periodic.
Notice also that strong periodicity is almost equivalent to being a Cayley graph, up to replacement of
each vertex by a fixed finite graph (with possible edges between them). This replacement (factor map)
corresponds somehow to the application of a causal graph dynamics [2] to the Cayley graph.

Corollary 1 A graph X is strongly periodic if and only if X/H is finite for some stabilizer subgroup
H.

Proof. First, assume that H = S(X) is M -dense for some M b Σ∗: For every u ∈ L(X), there exist
ĥ ∈ S(X) and v ∈ M such that û can be written ĥv̂. Now for every ĥ′ ∈ H, ĥ′û = ĥ′ĥv̂ ∈ Hv̂,

so Hû ⊆ Hv̂ and ĥ′v̂ = ĥ′ĥĥv̂ = ĥ′ĥû ∈ Hû, so Hv̂ ⊆ Hû. Thus Hû = Hv̂. Hence, the set
{Hû| û ∈ V (X)} = {Hv̂| v ∈M ∩ L(X)} of vertices of X/H is finite. We conclude by Proposition 2.
Conversely, ifX admits a finite quotientX/H, there existsM such that {Hû|u ∈ L(X)} = {Hv̂| v ∈M ∩ L(X)}.
For all û ∈ V (X), since û ∈ Hû, we get that û ∈ Hv̂ for some v ∈M . Therefore, û = ĥv̂ with ĥ ∈ S(X)
and v ∈M , so that H is M -dense.

The following result establishes a surprising connection between the SFT that admit finite graphs, and
the well-established notion (see for instance [7, Chap. 2]) of residual finiteness from group theory:

Definition 8 (Residually finite group) A group S is residually finite if and only if for any non-
identity element û ∈ S, there exists a normal subgroup H E S of finite index such that û /∈ H.

This notion is very robust. In particular, the property extends to finite sets of non-identity elements I,
i.e. there exists a normal subgroup H E S of finite index such that H ∩ I ⊆ {ε}, simply because any
finite intersection of finite-index subgroups is a finite-index subgroup.
Let us relate residual finiteness to quotient graphs, at the intuitive level first. Say X belongs in some SFT
Y and let û1, . . . , ûn be distinct elements of V (X). We have that H(û1, . . . , ûn) ⊆ S(X) is a subgroup
of its stabilizer group, and thus that X/H(û1, . . . , ûn) is a possible quotient graph; one which maintains
that û1, . . . ûn are distinct. The correct choice of û1, . . . , ûn will help us make sure that X/H(û1, . . . , ûn)
still belongs in SFT Y.

Theorem 1 Let Y be a SFT. Y contains a finite graph if and only if Y contains a strongly periodic
graph X such that S(X) is residually finite.

Proof. The right-to-left implication directly comes from the fact that finite graphs are strongly periodic
and finite groups are residually finite.
Now, suppose that Y has defining window M and admits a strongly periodic graph X such that S(X) is
residually finite. Since X is strongly periodic,

⋃
û∈V (X) V ((Xu)|MM ) is a finite union of finite subgraphs.

Since S(X) is residually finite, there exists a subgroup H ≤ S(X) of finite index which does not intersect⋃
û∈V (X) V ((Xu)|MM ) \ {ε} ⊆ ΣMM . Hence, H is MM -separated, so that we can use Proposition 3:

for all û ∈ V (X) we have that (X/Hu)|M = (Xu)|M . Given that Y has defining window M , we get
that X/H ∈ Y.
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Thus there are two complementary ways in which a nonempty SFT may have only infinite configurations:
either by preventing strongly periodic configurations, or by forcing them to have stabilizers that are not
residually finite.
In the non-residually-finite case (like the Tarski monster groups, see for instance [20]), one can build
SFTs with strongly periodic configurations that do not fold uniformly onto finite graphs.

Remark 10 Γ is not residually finite if and only if ZΓ{0} includes an SFT containing the Cayley graph

of Γ but no finite quotient of it. Indeed, one can consider the SFT Z included in ZΓ{0} defined by the
additional constraint that u is never a cycle, where u is a noncyclic path that witnesses that Γ is not
residually finite, in the sense that all finite quotients of Γ map u to ε.

5.3 Quotients in Cayley SFTs

We have seen that the notions of quotients and SFTs are linked, because finite-type constraints cannot
easily tell a graph from some of its quotients. On the opposite point of view, it is noticeable that some
SFTs admit a maximal support with respect to coverings.

Proposition 4 Let Γ be a finitely presented group, X a graph, and Z some SFT defined by Γ -NN
constraints. The following are equivalent:

1. X ∈ Z.
2. X is covered by some colored Cayley graph Y of Γ which is in Z.

Proof.
1 =⇒ 2 Suppose that the support of X is in Z. We note that paths designating vertex û in Y all designate

the same vertex in X: indeed, if v̂ also designates û in Y , then it can be obtained from û by
iteratively applying the reduction rules from the presentation. Then thanks to the third condition
in the definition of ZΓΣ , it also designates the same vertex as û in X. Hence one can simply define
φ(û) = û ∈ V (X) for every û ∈ V (Y ), and σY (û) = σX(û). This clearly satisfies the conditions of
Definition 6.

2 =⇒ 1 Conversely, consider a graph X covered by some Cayley graph Y of Γ which is in Z. Consider a
cycle constraint of Z, that is: every path labeled by some u (in the group presentation of Γ ) must
be a cycle. This constraint is satisfied in X because loops are preserved by homomorphism. Now
consider an edge constraint of Z. These are also preserved by homomorphism, by definition. We
have proven that X satisfies all constraints defining Z.

In graphs of ZZ2

Σ , all stabilizers are subgroups of the grid generated by {hh′, vv′}, which makes many
properties easier.

Proposition 5 Let Z be an SFT defined by Z2-NN constraints. Then exactly one of the following
occurs:

1. Every graph in Z is supported by the infinite grid, and is strongly aperiodic.
2. Z contains a finite graph and a strongly periodic infinite grid.

Proof. Assume that Condition 1 is not satisfied. A classical pumping argument from multidimensional
symbolic dynamics (see for instance [3, Lemma 1.16]) shows that Z then contains a strongly periodic
configuration. In that case, its stabilizer, as a subgroup of Z2, is residually finite (see for example [7,
Prop.2.2.1]). Theorem 1 then implies that Z contains a finite graph.
On the other hand, it is clear that both conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously, so that they
indeed form a dichotomy.

It is already interesting to note that the dichotomy from Proposition 5 is nontrivial, directly from the
existence of strongly aperiodic SFTs over the grid (and other ones). But the next subsection will show a
stronger result.

In contrast with ZZ2

Σ , ZF2
Σ is much less rigid in the sense of the following statement, because it can be

related to tilings over small-square surfaces, as studied in [8,19], and formalized in [13, Subsection 1.3.3].
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Proposition 6 Let Z be an SFT defined by F2-NN constraints. Then the following are equivalent:
1. Z is nonempty.
2. Z contains a weakly periodic Cayley graph of F2.
3. Z contains a Cayley graph of a group different from F2.

Besides, the following are equivalent:
4. Z contains a finite graph.
5. Z contains a finite Cayley graph.
6. Z contains a strongly periodic Cayley graph of F2.
7. Z contains an amenable Cayley graph.

Nevertheless, there exist nonempty SFTs containing only finite graphs and defined by F2-NN constraints.

The second equivalence is very close to the main result of [9], about how tilesets tile Cayley graphs.
They also show the equivalence with containing a cylindric graph, i.e. with having an infinite cyclic
dense stabilizer.

Proof.
1 =⇒ 2 If Z is nonempty, then by Proposition 4, it contains a Cayley graph of F2. It is known that every

SFT over F2 contains a periodic configuration (see for instance [21, Theorem 2.2]).
2 =⇒ 3 Let X be a weakly periodic Cayley graph of F2 and û be a nontrivial period. Then the infinite

cyclic group 〈û〉 is a residually finite stabilizer subgroup: if M is a defining window for Z, then
there exists an infinite (cyclic) subgroup H < 〈û〉 which is MM -separated. By Proposition 3, X/H
belongs in Z.

3 =⇒ 1 This is trivial.
5 =⇒ 4 This is trivial.
6 =⇒ 5 This is due to Theorem 1.
4 =⇒ 6 If Z contains a finite graph X, then from Proposition 4, it also contains a colored Cayley cover Y

of X. All preimages of ε by the homomorphism are period in Y (because they are periods in X),
and their set is M -dense, where M is a finite language representing all possible paths in X.

5⇐⇒ 7 This is trivial because finite groups are amenable.
7 =⇒ 4 This is remarked in [19], based on [8].

– The last statement is also inherited from symbolic dynamics over groups [21, Example 4.1].

5.4 Undecidability

Theorem 2 The dichotomy from Proposition 5 is undecidable, given a list of Z2-NN constraints.

Proof. Every set F of Z2-NN constraints defines both a (graph) SFT Z, and a classical SFT Z ′ over
the infinite grid (which is included in Z). If Z ′ is strongly aperiodic, then Z is in Class 1, whereas if it
contains a weakly periodic configuration, then Z is in Class 2. The dichotomy is then directly equivalent
to strong aperiodicity of Z ′, which is known to be undecidable [11].

Consequently, the class of homogeneous graph SFTs that contains only finite graphs is computably
unseparable from the class of graph SFTs containing both finite and infinite graphs.
This means the undecidability of any property that is implied by one of the two classes, and which
implies the negation of the other one.

Corollary 2 The problem whether a graph SFT contains only finite graphs, and the problem whether a
graph SFT is homogeneous, are both undecidable.

More precisely, the reduction directly gives that the dichotomy is Σ0
1 -complete, so that all general

properties separating it are Σ0
1 -hard. The encoding of Cayley graphs into graph SFTs also, more directly,

implies the following undecidability result.

Theorem 3 There exists a Cayley SFT ZΓ{0} such that the problem whether, given a word u ∈ Π∗, u
represents a cycle from the origin back to itself in every graph of ZΓ{0}, is undecidable.
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It is actually Σ0
1 -complete.

Proof. From Proposition 4, u represents a cycle from the origin back to itself in every graph of ZΓ if
and only if it represents the identity element in Γ , which means that it is in the language of the word
problem. It is known that there exists a finitely presented group Γ whose word problem is undecidable.

6 Conclusion

To sum up, we provided a formalism generalizing SFTs on Cayley graphs by allowing the support
graph to be determined by forbidden subgraphs. The generalization also allows the SFT to have finite
configurations and we provided examples of such SFT. By defining quotient graphs, we have shown that
the only way for an SFT to not have finite configurations is to only have configurations that are either
aperiodic, or with a stabilizer that is not residually finite. Similarly, we have shown that having only
one support graph requires configurations to have finite stabilizers. We used both results to prove that
the finite configuration problem and the support graph unicity problem are undecidable.
In the future, we wish to study determinism and study directly the relation between causal graph
dynamics and graph subshifts, and use this connection to prove structure and complexity results on
causal graph dynamics. Moreover, graph subshifts could provide a new point of view for studying group
subshifts. On the other hand, many notions and results known upon group subshifts such as sofic
subshifts, determinism or entropy, would be interesting to lift to graph subshift.
We have seen that graph subshifts could generalize both classical symbolic dynamics and finite-type
group geometry. They could be used to simulate a larger class of objects; let us discuss one example. Let
T be a finite set of tiles, i.e. polygons of the plane R2. A tiling is then a covering of R2 by translated
copies of tiles from T , the intersection of any two of them being either empty, or a vertex, or a whole
edge, or the whole tile. Now let us define subshift ZT with Σ = T , π as the set of tile edges up to
translation, and the following constraints: each vertex labeled t ∈ T must have exactly those ports
which correspond to the edges of t, and every simple cycle must correspond to a valid vertex in a
tiling of the plane by T (i.e. it involves tiles that can be put next to each other around this vertex).
The fact that the latter condition can be forced by finitely many constraints (so that ZT be an SFT)
is equivalent to the classical finite-local-complexity property of T . With this construction, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between tilings by T of the plane and of all surfaces and graphs in ZT . Now
if one is interested in the shift-orbit closure of a single tiling of the plane (i.e. the Penrose tiling), it is
an interesting question whether this corresponds to an SFT in ZT . Some work has been devoted to
understanding for which tilings one can force locally tilings of the plane to be in the shift-orbit closure
[10,6]; one says that the tilings admits local rules. Additionnally forbidding (via finite constraints) all
possible graphs which represent tilings on surfaces but not on the plane is a new question. Our work
shows that if the tiles are rectangles and if we allow for some decorations (that could also be encoded
locally as small hanging subgraphs), then this is possible. It is tempting to think that this is still true in
the case of general strongly aperiodic tilings, but the proofs would require a new formalism, because the
support is no longer a Cayley graph. The same could be done in the tridimensional space, or in the
hyperbolic plane.
Let us make a final remark. Graph theorists are used to considering families of graphs defined by
forbidden finite graph minors. Of course, seen as including possibly infinite graphs, these families
are subshifts, but they are a priori not SFTs (not even sofic). However, even if the minor operation
involves vertices at possibly unbounded distance, it is known to have some kind of representation as
local constraints [15] (involving a nondeterministic coloring). The relation with our setting could be
investigated.
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